
Panel Discussion:
Managing Oak on Dry-Mesic Sites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
--Before we get started I’d like to have the panel members introduce themselves and give us a brief description of their background in oak management.--I am Jason Hartman the moderator of our discussion today. I have been a Forester with the DNR for the past 6 years. Prior to that I spent a few years as graduate student focusing my research on oak regeneration. - -What we are going to do is first have a quick introduction of what sites we are talking about and where they are found.. Which I’ll go through relatively quickly. Then we are going to pose a series of questions to the panel.After each question feel free to ask follow-up questions. 



Oak in dry mesic communities in 
WUP:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To give us an indication of the sites we are talking about…. This first slide shows the areas in the WUP that have substantial component of oak in dry-mesic communities…….. which includes the Panola Plains, the Peavy End Moraine, Groveland, and the Chain of Lakes. 



Oak in dry-mesic communities in the EUP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The areas in the East UP include the Garden Thompson Plain, the Carp River Red Pine, and the Kincheloe Highlands, but none of which contain stands any larger than 100 ac.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In contrast there is a much more substantial component of oak in the Northern Lower Peninsula. This diagram is FIA data by basal area that Keith Kintigh put together for us which indicates the largest concentrations of red oak….here in the Newaygo subsection, this area north of Higgins Lake and here around Grayling, the Ogemaw Hills ridge and central Clare Co., and the area southeast of Atlanta.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the ownership pattern where the red oak is found. The dark green is federal. This light green is state and the white is private. The red line is outlining red oak distribution from the previous slide.It illustrates well that the oak resource is concentrated on public land, but also points out the places where red oak is found on large concentrations of private as well… such as this area in Newaygo and Oceana counties, Clare County extending up toward Mid-Forest Lodge, and largest area in this four corners area southeast of Atlanta.



Mesic

Dry-mesic

Dry (xeric)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This illustration divides out the three site classes at a landscape scale across the northern Lower. The red are the xeric sites, the tan color is the dry-mesic sites, and the green color represents mesic sites. The most glaring thing that this points out is that at a landscape scale it is clear that the oak resource is concentrated on the dry end of the site quality specturm in regions with an intermix of dry and dry-mesic sites.



NLP Kotar Habitat Types

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This diagram shows the Kotar types in the NLP that focuses more at the stand level….similar to site index, which we are all familiar with. For this system you can see the dry-mesic category which is dominated most by the ParVVb type, but there are also a lot of ParVha sites that would qualify as dry-mesic under most systems…so the area between orange and brown lines is essentially the types of sites we are talking about.Coincidentally this orange line also represents the point on the site quality specturm where red maple competes well. Below this orange line the oak regeneration dynamics are very different than above it…Which is something that our panel members will probably get into in their answers to several of our questions.



What are the general patterns you see 
associated with topography, aspect, etc?

What other types of classification systems 
could be used to distinguish oak types in 

the northern forest? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So this leads into our first question… that we will first direct to……………Relative to oak distribution….What are the general patterns you see associated with topography, aspect, etc?AndWhat are some of the other types of classification systems that could be use to distinguish oak types?



What values determined the typical objectives 
for the oak resource on state, federal, and 

private land in the past? 

What are the desired future conditions for 
these sites on the lands you administer? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What values determined the typical objectives for the oak resource on state, federal, and private land in the past? What are the desired future conditions for these sites on the lands you administer?



What specific wildlife habitat and/or 
biodiversity issues affect regeneration 

practices you might choose to employ in    
oak stands?  

How do you address these concerns on lands 
you administer?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What specific wildlife habitat and/or biodiversity issues affect regeneration practices you might choose to employ in oak stands?  How do you address these concerns on lands you administer?



To what extent do concerns about aesthetics 
or visual management issues affect the 

regeneration techniques you use for oak?  

What specific modifications have you used, 
and have you been successful in allaying 

these concerns?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To what extent do concerns about aesthetics or visual management issues affect the regeneration techniques you use for oak stands?  What specific modifications have you used, and have you been successful in allaying these concerns?



What criteria define “success” for oak 
regeneration on dry-mesic sites? 

What proportion should consist 
of oak regen to be considered 

an oak stand? 

Do you count non-oak 
species (aspen and            
red maple) as part of    
acceptable stocking? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What criteria define “success” for oak regeneration on dry-mesic sites? Do you count non-oak species (aspen and red maple) as part of acceptable stocking? What proportion should consist of oak regeneration to be considered an oak stand?



What silvicultural criteria do you use to 
determine when an oak stand is ready to be 

regenerated? 

If a stand is mature and ready for harvest, but 
there isn’t any advanced oak regeneration  

present, what do you do? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What silvicultural criteria do you use to determine when an oak stand is ready to be regenerated? If a stand is mature and ready for harvest, but there isn’t any advanced oak regeneration  present, what do you do?



Describe your experience using clear-cuts for 
regenerating northern red oak                        

in the area you work. 

What determined the success or failure in 
those circumstances? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Describe your experience using clear-cuts for regenerating northern red oak in the area you work? What determined the success or failure in those circumstances? What do you do when regeneration cuts have been unsuccessful?



Describe your experience using shelterwood 
treatments to establish advanced 
regeneration in your work area? 

What techniques do you suggest when 
shelterwood treatments have been 

unsuccessful?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Describe your experience using shelterwood treatments to establish advanced regeneration in your work area? How long should it take to establish advanced regeneration? What techniques do you suggest when shelterwood treatments have been unsuccessful?



Has prescribed burning controlled competition adequately          
in the areas you work? 

Did regeneration become established? Is it well positioned to      
become dominant when released? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Experimentation with the shelterwood/burn technique in northern red oak stands has been occurring for a decade or more. Has prescribed burning controlled competition adequately in the areas you work? Did advanced regeneration become established? Is it well positioned to become dominant when released?



Describe your success with other cultural 
treatments in your work area?

What factors determined the level of 
success?

(e.g. scarification, 
underplanting, direct 
seeding, herbicide 

site prep or release, 
or mechanical 

release). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Describe your success with other cultural treatments in your work area (e.g. scarification, underplanting, direct seeding, herbicide site prep or release, or mechanical release). What factors determined the level of success?



Overall, what degree of success have you 
had regenerating oak dominated stands 
back to a similar degree of oak species 

representation or dominance? 

Do you think it is practical to attempt to 
regenerate stands that would have the same 

amount of oak in them in the future?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall, what degree of success have you had regenerating oak dominated stands back to a similar degree of oak species representation or dominance? Do you think it is practical to attempt to regenerate stands that would have the same amount of oak in them in the future?



What type of species composition would you 
see as acceptable in oak stands that end up 

dominated by other species following 
regeneration efforts? 

Do you think oak could be sustained as a 
meaningful component in stands dominated 

by red maple? In stands dominated              
by RP, WP, or aspen?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On dry-mesic site, what type of species composition would you see as acceptable in oak stands that end up dominated by other species following regeneration efforts? Do you think oak could be sustained as a meaningful component in stands dominated by red maple? In stand dominated by red pine, white pine, or aspen?



What changes in terms of new silvicultural 
systems and cover type management do you 

envision on these sites in the future? 

What challenges do you foresee as part of 
mixed species cover type management 

and/or alternating oak and pine rotations?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What changes in terms of new silvicultural systems and cover type management do you envision on these sites in the future (e.g. group selection, alternating oak and pine rotations, mixed oak-pine cover types, managing oak as a component of aspen stands, conversion to other types? What difficulties to you foresee as part of mixed species cover type management and/or alternating oak and pine rotations?
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